The BEL-construction for finite semifields was introduced in [3] ; a geometric method for constructing semifield spreads, using so-called BELconfigurations in V (rn, q). In this paper we investigate this construction in greater detail, and determine an explicit multiplication for the semifield associated with a BEL-configuration in V (rn, q), extending the results from [3] , where this was obtained only for r = n. Given a BELconfiguration with associated semifields spread S, we also show how to find a BEL-configuration corresponding to the dual spread S d . Furthermore, we study the effect of polarities in V (rn, q) on BEL-configurations, leading to a characterisation of BEL-configurations associated to symplectic semifields.
The first proper finite semifields were constructed by Dickson in 1906. Albert defined an important class of semifields known as generalized twisted fields. Semifields play a key role in the study of projective planes, as they correspond to translation planes which are also dual translation planes, and they are also related to various other structures from finite geometry and the theory of finite fields. For more background, history, and known classifications, see for example [10] , [8] , [15] and [14] . Most of the remainder of this section is standard knowledge in the subject, but we reproduce it here for clarity of exposition and to establish notation and conventions.
To each semifield there are several important substructures, all of which are isomorphic to finite fields. The left nucleus N l (S), the middle nucleus N m (S), and the right nucleus N r (S) are defined as follows: The intersection N(S) of the nuclei is called the associative centre, and the elements of N(S) which commute with all other elements of S form the centre Z(S). Then S has the structure of a left vector space over N l (S), which we may denote by V l (S). Similarly S has the structure of a left and right vector space over N m (S), and a right vector space over N r (S).
Let S be an n-dimensional semifield over F q , i.e. a semifield of order q n with centre containing F q . We identify the elements of S with the elements of F q n . It follows from the definition that there exist unique elements c ij ∈ F q n such that S(x, y) = For example, Albert's generalized twisted fields are defined as follows. Let α, β ∈ Aut(F q n : F q ), and c ∈ F q n such that c / ∈ {x α−1 y β−1 : x, y ∈ F q n }. Then the multiplication on F q n x • y = xy − cx α y β defines a presemifield of order q n . We will denote this presemifield by GTF c,α,β .
If Continuing with the semifield S as before we have that each y ∈ S defines an F q -endomorphism of S, denoted by R y , defined by R y (x) := S(x, y).
We call this the endomorphism of right multiplication by y. Since S has no zero divisors, R y is nonsingular for each y = 0, and the set R(S) := {R y : y ∈ S} is an F q -subspace of F q -endomorphisms of S, where each nonzero element is nonsingular. We call R(S) the spread set of S.
Similarly we can define the endomorphisms of left multiplication L x (y) := S(x, y).
If we define r i (y) = j c ij y 
An n-spread S in V (rn, q) is a set of subspaces of dimension n which pairwise intersect trivially, and which partition the nonzero elements of V (rn, q). It is well known that every (pre)semifield defines a spread in the following way. We represent the elements of V (2n, q) by elements of S 2 . Then for each y ∈ S, we define A y := {(x, S(x, y)) : x ∈ S} = {(x, R y (x)) : x ∈ S}.
We also define A ∞ = {(0, x) : x ∈ S}.
Then the set of subspaces of dimension n S(S) := {A y : y ∈ S} ∪ {A ∞ }
defines a spread.
Conversely, every semifield spread defines a (pre)semifield. A spread S is a semifield spread if there exists some element T ∈ S, and a group G ≤ ΓL(2n, q) fixing T pointwise and acting transitively on the other elements of S. Note that in the spread S(S) the special element is S ∞ .
Two semifields S and S ′ are isotopic if there exist nonsingular linear maps A, B, C : S → S ′ such that
for all x, y ∈ S. We denote the isotopy class of S by [S] .
A well known result of Albert [1] says that two (pre)semifields are isotopic if and only if the spreads they define are equivalent (under the action of ΓL(2n, q)).
For equivalent spreads S 1 and S 2 we write S 1 ≃ S 2 .
It was shown in [10] that from each (pre)semifield, we can obtain a chain of (up to) six isotopy classes, which we call the Knuth orbit and denote by K(S). These are obtained via an action of the symmetric group S 3 on the set of isotopism classes of semifields, generated by the two operations dual, denoted by [S] d , and transpose, denoted by [S] t .
The action of S 3 in [10] was defined using the cubical array of the structure constants of the semifield, but here we give the alternative more geometric definition of the Knuth orbit. The dual of [S] corresponds to the dual projective plane and the opposite algebra S d , that is
can be defined using the spread S(S), and corresponds to the dual spread with respect to some nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on V (2n, q). Note that different choices of forms give equivalent spreads. The spread set of [S] t then consists of the adjoint linear transformations with respect to some nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on V (n, q). For a particular choice of form and basis, this adjoint becomes the transpose operation on matrices, which explains the notation and the name. See for example [10] for this. Here we will choose a different form, which better suits our needs for this paper.
We define the form b ǫ on V (2n, q) by
where tr denotes the trace function from F q n to F q , that is
Given a subspace M , define the dual of M , denoted by M ǫ , by
Let f be an F q -endomorphism of F q n . It is well known that
for some unique f i ∈ F q n . We denote byf the adjoint of f with respect to the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on V (n, q) defined by (x, y) → tr(xy).
That is,f is the unique endomorphism such that tr(f (x)y) = tr(xf (y)) for all x, y ∈ F q n . Then we have that
It is not difficult to see thatf = f , and f g =ĝf for all endomorphisms f, g.
The isotopism class [S]
t corresponds to the dual spread of S(S), that is S(S)
for all x, z ∈ F q n .
This allows us to define the transpose of [S] directly from the multiplication S(x, y). We have shown the following.
where
where R y and r i are as defined in (1) and (2).
In [10] Knuth also showed that these operations are well defined up to isotopism. This fact is easily verified using the geometric description of the transpose and dual operations given above, and goes as follows.
Suppose S is isotopic to S ′ , i.e. there exist a triple of invertible linear transformations (A, B, C) such that S ′ (A(x), B(y)) = C(S(x, y)) for all x, y ∈ S. Then
and hence S d is isotopic to S ′d , with corresponding isotopism (B, A, C).
for all x, y ∈ S, and hence CR y = R ′ B(y) A for all y ∈ S. Taking the adjoint of both sides, we get R yĈ =ÂR ′ B(y) . Hencê
implying that S t is isotopic to S ′t , as claimed. The corresponding isotopism is
It is clear from the above that these two operations satisfy t 2 = d 2 = id, tdt = dtd, and so form a group isomorphic to the symmetric group S 3 . Hence we get a chain of (up to) 6 isotopism classes. The set of these isotopism classes is called the Knuth orbit of a semifield S:
We summarise a multiplication for each isotopism class in the Knuth orbit of S in the below table. We give two equivalent expressions for convenience. Here indices such as −i are understood to be modulo n, and all sums are understood to be over all i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}.
Example 1. If S = GTF c,α,β , then the Knuth orbit is represented in the following table.
Multiplication
In [4] , the question of when two generalized twisted fields are isotopic was answered. We state this result here, as we will need it in later sections.
Theorem 1 ([4]
). The semifields GTF c,α,β and GTF c ′ ,α ′ ,β ′ are isotopic if and only if either
BEL-construction
The concept of a BEL-configuration was introduced in [3] , and further developed in [12] and [13] . In this section we will recall the definition, and how a BEL-configuration can be used to construct of a semifield spread. We restrict ourselves to BEL-configurations where both subspaces U and W are subspaces as in the original paper [3] , and will not consider the generalization [13] to linear sets. We obtain an explicit formula for the pre-semifield multiplication obtained from a BEL-configuration in V (rn, q).
For a spread D and a subset A of a vector space V , we define the sets
That is, B D (A) is the set of elements of D intersecting A nontrivially, and B D (A) is the set of nonzero vectors contained in those elements. We will omit the subscript D whenever there is no ambiguity. If 0 = v ∈ V , we denote by
A Desarguesian spread is a spread obtained by field reduction, see e.g. [17] .
• D is a Desarguesian n-spread;
• U is a subspace of dimension n;
• W is a subspace of dimension rn − n;
We now choose a specific Desarguesian spread D r,n,q , which we will consider fixed for the remainder of this paper. We represent elements of V (rn, q) by elements of (F q n ) r .
For a vector v = (v 1 , . . . , v r ) = 0, v i ∈ F q n , we define the vector subspace B(v) of dimension n in V (rn, q) as follows:
We then take the set of all such subspaces D r,n,q = {B(v) : v ∈ V × }, which forms a Desarguesian spread. We will omit the subscripts when there is no ambiguity. Obtaining a spread in this way is an example of the technique known as field reduction. See [17] for a detailed exposition of this.
The following lemma is trivial, but we write it out explicitly for future reference.
Lemma 2. The following are equivalent:
We can embed V (rn, q) in V (rn + n, q) in a natural way, that is by letting V (rn + n, q) = {(v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v r ) : v i ∈ F q n }, and taking V (rn, q) to be the subspace of vectors with v 0 = 0. The spread D r,n,q naturally extends to the Desarguesian spread D r+1,n,q of V (rn + n, q).
In [3] , the following was shown.
Then the set
is a semifield spread in
It is clear from the definition, as was shown in [3] , that for any φ ∈ ΓL(rn, q), the semifield spread
are equivalent, and the corresponding semifields are isotopic. So if we fix the Desarguesian spread D = D r,n,q , we can define equivalence classes
We will return to these classes in the subsequent sections.
We will sometimes denote this spread S(D, U, W ) simply by S(U, W ). Now we will show how to find a semifield multiplication which gives a spread equivalent to S(U, W ). Such an explicit multiplication was only obtained in the case r = n in [3, Theorem 4.1], and this was done in order to prove that every semifield can be constructed from a BEL-configuration in V (n 2 , q). First we find a convenient way to express U and W . Lemma 3. Any subspace U of V (rn, q) of dimension n is equal to
Any subspace W of V (rn, q) of dimension rn − n is equal to
for some r-tuple g = (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g r ) of F q -endomorphisms of F q n .
Proof. As dim Fq (U ) = dim Fq (F q n ) = n, U and F q n are isomorphic as F q -vector spaces, and hence U is the image of some injective F q -linear map, say F , from F q n into V (rn, q). Let e i be the element of (F q n ) r with 1 in the i-th position and zeroes everywhere else, and let V i = {αe i : α ∈ F q n }. Then if we let f i (x)e i denote the projection of
Now dim Fq (W ) = rn − n, and so W is the kernel of some surjective map G from V (rn, q) onto F q n . If we define g i :
Note that if we denote f A = (f 1 A, f 2 A, . . . , f r A) and Bg = (Bg 1 , Bg 2 , . . . , Bg r ) for any A, B ∈ GL(n, F q ), then clearly U f A = U f and W Bg = W g . Note also that for any r-tuple f (resp. g) of endomorphisms, dim(U f ) = n (resp. dim(W g ) = rn − n) if and only if the map F (resp. G) as defined in the proof of Lemma 3 is injective (resp. surjective).
One of the steps in the BEL-construction consists of taking the quotient space of W in V (rn + n, q), where we again assume V (rn, q) is embedded in V (rn + n, q) as before. To that extent we consider the following homomorphism T g which will have kernel W g . Given an r-tuple of endomorphisms g = (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g r ), define a map
Clearly W g = ker(T g ), and im(T g ) = V (2n, q). By the First Isomorphism Theorem for vector spaces, we have
, and we denote this isomorphism by θ:
), where S f,g is defined as the (pre)semifield with multiplication
Proof. Put v = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ V (rn + n, q) \ V (rn, q). Using the isomorphism from (12), we have that for all z ∈ v, U f ,
and
Suppose first that z ∈ v, U f \U f . Then we may take z = v + u for some unique u ∈ U f . Hence z = (1, f 1 (x), . . . , f r (x)) for some x ∈ F q n , and so
By Theorem 2, this gives a semifield spread. We can see that this is precisely equal to the spread S(S f,g ), where S f,g is as defined in (13), and S(S f,g ) is as defined in (4).
so S f,g = GTF c,α,β , and hence S(D r,n,q , U f , W g ) is equivalent to S(GTF c,α,β ).
Remark 2. Recall from (2) that every (pre)semifield multiplication can be written as
The triple (D r,n,q , U f , W g ), with these particular n-tuples of endomorphisms f i and g i , is precisely the BEL-configuration which was used in [3] , Theorem 4.1, to show that every (pre)semifield can be constructed from some BEL-configuration in V (n 2 , q). So for r = n, the approach using the representation of the subspaces as U f and W g , is the same as in the proof of [3, Theorem 4.1] . But the advantage of the viewpoint taken here is that this explicit multiplication can not only be obtained for r = n, but for any r ≥ 2.
Remark 3. As pointed out in the proof of Theorem 3, it follows from the BELconstruction (Theorem 2) that S(D r,n,q , U f , W g ) forms a semifield spread, and this was proven geometrically in [3] . It then follows that S f,g is a (pre)semifield, with multiplication defined in (13) 
Consequently, this implies that S(S f,g ) is a semifield spread. This provides an alternative proof of the fact that the BEL-construction gives a semifield spread.
We know from [3] that every presemifield can be constructed from a BELconfiguration in V (n 2 , q), and we have seen above that the generalized twisted fields can be constructed for r = 2, and there are many other examples. For instance, whenever we have a multiplication where some l i (x) or r j (y), as defined in (2), are zero, we can find a BEL-configuration for r < n, see also [3, Remark 4.2].
The following lemma gives a geometric sufficient condition to obtain a BELconfiguration for smaller r. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that v k = 1 for some k ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Then
BEL-configurations and polarities
In this section we will show how to find a BEL-configuration for the dual spread of S(D, U, W ). As a corollary, we will get a nice description of symplectic semifields in the context of BEL-configurations.
Let ρ be any polarity on V (rn, q), and let b ρ denote its associated nondegenerate (symmetric bilinear, symplectic, or hermitian) form. For a spread D, define the set D ρ as follows:
dim(H) = rn − n and H is generated by elements of D}. (14) Lemma 4. Let D be a Desarguesian spread in V (rn, q), and ρ any nondegenerate polarity. Then D ρ is again a Desarguesian spread.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that D = D r,n,q . Then the elements of D correspond to 1-dimensional F q n -subspaces of (F q n ) r , and so kndimensional subspaces generated by elements of D correspond to k-dimensional F q n -subspaces of (F q n ) r . For a formalized description of this "field reduction" see [17] . 
is not a BEL-configuration. Then there exists some H ρ ∈ D ρ such that H ρ ∩ U ρ and H ρ ∩ W ρ are both non-trivial. Now 
Hence, by Theorem 5, from a semifield spread S(D, U, W ) and a polarity ρ we obtain a semifield spread S(D ρ , W ρ , U ρ ). However, as we will show, this operation does not induce an extension of the Knuth orbit. First we will show that different choices of the polarity ρ give equivalent semifield spreads. Subsequently, we will show that this operation corresponds to the dual operation on spreads, or in other words the transpose operation on semifields.
Define a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form b on V (rn, q) by
where tr denotes the field trace from F q n to F q . Denote the corresponding polarity by ⊥, i.e. if M is any subspace of V (rn, q), then Proof. First we claim that there exists some φ ∈ ΓL(rn, q) such that
for all u, v ∈ V (rn, q), where b is as defined in (15) and b ρ is the form associated to the polarity ρ. If we take the elements of V (rn, q) to be column vectors of length rn over F q , then for every symmetric bilinear, symplectic or hermitian form b ρ on V (rn, q) there exists an invertible rn × rn matrix B ρ with entries in F q and an 
Hence by Remark 1, we can apply φ to get that
Lemma 6. Consider the subspace U f of V (rn, q) as in Lemma 3 for some rtuple f = (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f r ) of F q -endomorphisms of F q n . Then U ⊥ f = Wf , wherê f := (f 1 , . . . ,f r ), and
for all u ∈ F q n . But this occurs if and only if if i (v i ) = 0, i.e. if and only if v ∈ Wf , proving the claim.
Lemma 7. Suppose f and g are r-tuples of endomorphisms such that S f,g is a semifield, with multiplication as defined in (13) . Then S t f,g = Sĝ ,f .
Proof. If R y denotes the endomorphism of right multiplication by y in S f,g , then
HenceR y = if iŷĝi . Butŷ = y, and so
as claimed. Remark 4. We may define now an operation on the equivalence classes [U, W ] defined in Remark 1, where the Desarguesian spread is taken to be D r,n,q . Define
Then this operation is well defined, as U ⊥φ = U φ⊥ for all φ ∈ ΓL(r, q n ).
We are now ready to prove a new characterization of symplectic semifield spreads, using BEL-configurations.
, where ⊥ is as defined in (16) . Then S(D r,n,q , U, U ⊥ ) is a symplectic semifield spread. Conversely, for every symplectic semifield spread S ′ , there exists some r and some U a subspace of dimension n in V (rn, q) such that S ′ is equivalent to S(D r,n,q , U, U ⊥ ).
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Theorem 7. For the converse, suppose S ′ is a symplectic semifield spread. Then S ′ is equivalent to S(S), where S dtd is some commutative presemifield. Suppose S dtd (x, y) = i,j c ij x q i y q j , and let C be the n × n matrix over F q n with (i, j)-th entry c ij . Since S dtd is commutative, C is a symmetric matrix. Hence there exist some column vectors v k ∈ (F q n ) n , k = 1, . . . , r, such that
In other words, we write the symmetric matrix C as a sum of r symmetric matrices of rank one. If we denote the i-th coordinate of v k by f ki , then we have that c ij = k f ki f kj , and so
and so, by Theorem 3 and Lemma 6,
Remark 5. Note that we do not assume in Theorem 8 that r ≤ n, in contrast to Theorem 4.1 of [3] . This is because the proof relies on writing a symmetric n × n matrix as the sum of r symmetric n × n matrices of rank one of a specific type, that is of the form vv T for some column vector v. This decomposition is not necessarily possible if we impose the condition r ≤ n.
Isotopy and BEL-configurations
Now we will consider further operations on BEL-configurations which preserve the BEL property. This section will follow [12] , where the case r = n was considered. Afterwards, we will show how, when r < n, we can use this operation to produce non-isotopic semifields from a single BEL-configuration. 
is a BEL-configuration. We now consider the question of when the two semifields arising from these configurations are isotopic, or in other words when the two semifield spreads are equivalent.
For the remainder of this section, we will set D = D r,n,q .
Suppose W g is a subspace of V (rn, q) of dimension rn − n as defined in (11) . Define a map ψ g from V (rn, q) into End Fq (F q n ) by
where Note that this condition is the same condition from Lemma 4.
is a singular endomorphism if and only if v ∈B(W g ).
Proof. We have that ψ g (v) is singular, if and only if there exists some α ∈ F × q n such that ψ g (v)(α) = 0, if and only if there exists some α ∈ F × q n such that (αv 1 , . . . , αv r ) ∈ W g , if and only if v ∈B(W g ), proving the claim. Proof. This first part follows immediately from the previous lemma. Now
proving the claim.
Proof. By Lemma 3, we may write U = U f , U ′ = U h , and W = W g . By Lemma 10, we can identify V (n 2 , q) with End Fq (F q n ) via the map ψ g , which is injective by Lemma 8. Furthermore, the set of singular endomorphisms is precisely the set ψ g (B(W g )). Then ψ g (U f ) and ψ g (U h ) are subspaces corresponding to the semifield spread sets defined by S 
for some nonsingular endomorphisms X, Y , and some σ ∈ Aut(F q ).
Then
⇔ there exist invertible endomorphisms X, Y and some σ ∈ Aut(F q ) such that
Remark 6. This theorem and its proof closely follow [13] , Theorem 17. That theorem is stated for a specific W = W g , where g = (1, σ, . . . , σ n−1 ) and σ(x) = x q for all x ∈ F q n . The extension to arbitrary W is trivial. However there is a small error in that theorem, which we rectify here.
The inaccuracy occurs on page 909: in the line "In particular, ϕ fixes both families of maximal subspaces of the Segre variety, and hence, by Corollary 12, φ fixes B(W ).", the B(W ) should instead readB(W ).
For the converse then, again B(W ) should be replaced byB(W ), and hence rather than implying an isotopy between the two semifields under consideration, it implies that the first is either isotopic to the second, or isotopic to the transpose of the second.
The above proof is self contained, and does not rely on Theorem 17 of [13] , though the method is the same.
5 BEL-configurations in V (2n, q)
Action of the stabilizer ofB(W )
We showed in the previous section that if (D, U, W ) is a BEL-configuration in V (n 2 , q), and W does not contain an element of D, then the elements of the set {S(D, U φ , W ) : φ ∈ StabB(W )} are all equivalent to S(D, U, W ) or S(D, U, W ) ǫ , and so we do not get an extension of the Knuth orbit in this case.
However, when r < n, the situation is different. Firstly, it is not clear whether if S(D, U, W ) and S(D, U ′ , W ) are equivalent then there must exist a φ fixingB(W ) such that U ′ = U φ . Conversely, we will now present an example in V (2n, q) where S(D, U φ , W ) is not equivalent to any Knuth derivative of S(D, U, W ). The example will concern generalized twisted fields.
Let r = 2, and let g = (1, −β), where β ∈ Aut(F q n ), and β has fixed field F q n/t . Put
In [16] , this subspace and the setB(W ) was investigated, and the following properties proved. Recall that we are assuming the Desarguesian spread D = D 2,n,q .
In what follows N denotes the norm function from F q n to F q n/t , i.e. N (a) = aa β . . . a β t−1 .
Theorem 10. (i)B(W )
is a nonsingular hypersurface of degree n, defined bỹ
(ii) The subspaces of dimension n contained inB(W ) are precisely those of the form S γ,k := {(x, kx γ ) : x ∈ F q n }, where k ∈ F q n , N (k) = 1 and γ ∈ Aut(F q n : F q n/t ). These can be divided into t systems which each partitionB(W ), by defining S γ := {S γ,k : k ∈ F q n |N (k) = 1} for each γ ∈ Aut(F q n : F q n/t ).
(iii) Let G denote the setwise stabilizer ofB(W ) in ΓL(2n, q). Then G contains the elements
for γ, δ ∈ Aut(F q n : F q n/t ), k, m ∈ F q n such that N (k) = N (m) = 0. These form a subgroup of G. If n is prime, then G contains no other elements.
So we can consider BEL-configurations of the form (D, U, W ) in V (2n, q), and investigate the action of G.
, which is equivalent to S(S h,g ), and
and so S f,g (x, y) = GTF c,α,β . Then
and so S h,g = GTF c γ ,αγ,β .
It is clear from Theorem 1 that in general these are nonisotopic (pre)semifields. In fact, if γα = β, then we get a presemifield isotopic to a finite field.
So this action can indeed produce nonisotopic semifields, or equivalently nonequivalent semifield spreads.
Note that we may also allow G to act on W g , and still retain the BEL property.
If we take φ = φ k,m,γ,δ , φ ′ = φ k ′ ,m ′ ,γ ′ ,δ ′ , then after some calculations we see that
Hence from the single BEL-configuration (D, U f , W g ) corresponding to the generalized twisted field GTF c,α,β , we can produce all generalized twisted fields
, as well as the finite field.
A group of order 8 acting on equivalence classes [U, W ]
In [3] , it was noted that if (D, U, W ) is a BEL-configuration in V (2n, q), then dim(U ) = dim(W ) = n, and condition 2 of Lemma 2 becomes symmetric in U and W . Hence we have the following.
This operation is known as switching. We denote Together with the transpose operation defined in (17) , this gives a group of order 4 acting on equivalence classes [U, W ]. In this section, we will define a new operation e, which will extend this to a group of order 8.
First, we show how we can compute a multiplication corresponding to S(D, W, U ). This was calculated in [3] only for the class of semifields which are two dimensional over a nucleus. We will again assume D = D r,n,q for the remainder of this section.
and S(D, U, W ) s is equivalent to S(S ′ ), where
Hence without loss of generality, we may assume that U intersects S ∞ = {(0, x) : x ∈ F q n } trivially, and W intersects S 0 = {(x, 0) : x ∈ F q n } trivially. Thus we may assume U = U (1,a) , and W = W Hence in order to classify semifields which can be constructed from a BELconfiguration with r = 2, it suffices to consider pairs of endomorphisms (a, b)
Note that if q > 2, we may also assume that U intersects S 0 trivially and W intersects S ∞ trivially, and hence that a and b are invertible. A simple counting argument shows that if q > 2, there exist two elements of D not contained in B(U ) ∪ B(W ), and as ΓL(2, q n ) acts 2-transitively on D, the assertion holds. Now we will define a new operation on pairs of subspaces of dimension n in V (2n, q) which preserves the BEL property. Consider condition 5 of Lemma 2, which says that no nonzero vectors u ∈ U and w ∈ W are F q n -multiples of each other. This implies that det u 1 u 2 w 1 w 2 = 0 for all 0 = u = (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ U , 0 = w = (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ W .
As before, we may take U = U for all x, y ∈ F × q n . Hence this above formula defines a (pre)semifield multiplication.
Removing the minus sign, and taking the transpose-dual of this, we get that S ′ (x, y) = xy +â(b(x)y) defines a (pre)semifield multiplication.
Recall the symplectic polarity ǫ defined on V (2n, q) in (6) . Then it can be seen that U ǫ = U (1,â) = W (â,−1) , and so S(S ′ ) ≃ S(D, W, U ǫ ), and S(D, W, U ǫ ) is a BEL-configuration. Hence, switching W and U ǫ , we get that (D, U ǫ , W ) is a BEL-configuration, and we have proved the following.
Comparing this table with Theorem 1, it is not difficult to see that (c, α, β) can be chosen such that these 8 presemifields are pairwise non-isotopic. Furthermore, calculating the full Knuth orbits as in Example 1, we see that these operations can indeed produce 24 different isotopy classes from a single BEL-configuration.
Rank two semifields
Rank two semifields, that is, semifields which are two dimensional over a nucleus have received particular focus in recent years, due to their close connections to various objects in finite geometry. See for example [15] , Section 3 for an overview.
Suppose n = 2m is even, and suppose S is two dimensional over its right nucleus. Then we can assume S(x, y) = f 1 (x)y − (f 2 (x)y) q m for some endomorphisms f 1 , f 2 . Then S = S f,g , where g = (1, x → −x q m ). Hence every rank two semifield is of the form S f,g for some f , and so can be constructed from a BEL-configuration (D, U f , W g ) in V (2n, q). In this case, im(ψ g ) = End F q m (F q n ), and ψ g (B(W g )) is precisely the set of singular F q mendomorphisms of F q n , and corresponds to a hyperbolic quadric in a projective 3-dimensional space over F q m .
Hence classifying BEL-configurations (D, U, W g ) in this case is precisely the same as classifying linear sets of rank n skew from a hyperbolic quadric in PG(3, q m ). This is the approach used in for example [5] , [7] , [19] , [6] to classify rank two semifields of dimension 4 and 6 over their centre.
So, as was shown in [3] , the switching operation can be applied to rank two semifields. In [11] , it was shown that in this special case, switching has a geometric interpretation ("dualising an ovoid"). In [9] it was shown that in this case, switching is well defined up to isotopism. In [2] it was shown that this operation is, in general, non-trivial. In [18] this operation was christened the translation dual. implying that the operation e is trivial in the case of rank two semifields. However, as seen in Section 5.2, this operation is not always trivial.
